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Organisers 

The events will be organised by the orienteering club OK 77.  

Event Director    Anna Jacobson  
Vice Event Director  Anders Westerlund 
Course setters   Åke Jacobson (PreO 1&2), Roope Näsi, Alahärmän Kisa (TempO) 
Results manager  Jouni Junkkaala 

 
Event Advisers   Ari Tertsunen, TV-V (PreO), Tuomo Markelin, HS (TempO) 

Contacts 

Contact person: Anna Jacobson, fintrailo2017@ok77.fi 

Website: www.ok77.fi/fintrailo  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/1012106005549903/  

 

Event Programme 

Friday 28 April ~18-19:00 Training, not part of 
FinTrailO 

Espoo 

Saturday 29 April  TempO Espoo 
 PreO 1 Espoo 

Sunday 30 April 10:00 PreO 2, long distance Espoo 
Monday 1 May 10:00 PreO+TempO, combined, 

not part of FinTrailO 
Klaukkala 

 

Start times can be adjusted for competitors having to catch a flight or a ferry. If you have troubles with time 
schedule with either arrival or departure, and would like to have an adjusted start time, please write to 
fintrailo2017@ok77.fi before 23 April. After that date we cannot guarantee changes in start times (but will be 
flexible when possible!). 

Terrains and maps 

PreO competitions are organised in two different kinds of terrains. PreO 1 will be held in normal Southern 
Finnish forest terrain with some open areas with very good visibility. PreO 2 is held in detailed terrain with 
cliffs and many contours. The road surface is on both days very good for wheelchairs. In steep hills there will 
be extra assistance. TempO terrain is a mix of urban, park and forest terrains with good visibility and good 
surface for wheelchairs.  

PreO maps are originally orienteering maps, but re-drawn to sprint (ISSOM) maps, 1:4000 with 2.5 m 
countours. TempO map is a sprint map re-drawn for FinTrailO, 1:4000 with 2.5 m countours. 

Classes and entry fees 

We offer two classes, Elite (E) and A. The TempO and PreO 2 in Elite class are part of the Unofficial 
European Cup in Trail Orienteering. Finnish E class competitors must have a valid orienteering license. 
There are no requirements for A class competitors. A class has in PreO less controls and easier tasks than E 
class. In TempO, both classes have the same controls. 
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Entry fees:  

E class: 15 euro/competition 
A class: 10 euro/competition 

Competition Rules  

The Competition Rules for IOF Trail Orienteering Events (valid from 1 January 2017) apply. Copy of the rules 
is available for download on the IOF website www.orienteering.org. More detailed instructions will follow in 
Bulletin 2 and in event directives. 

Competition on 1 May 2017 

There will be a national trail orienteering competition on Monday 1 May in Klaukkala, some 30 km from 
Espoo. Organiser is Rajamäen Rykmentti. The competition will consist of PreO controls (A clusters) and 
TempO stations. First start at 10:00. Entries to fintrailo2017@ok77.fi. Entry fee is 5 eur, late entry (after 21 
April 2017) 7 eur.  

Accommodation 

Hotel Nuuksio (http://hotellinuuksio.fi/fi/info/englishinformation): 
Single room 70 eur/night 
Double room 80 eur/night 

Price includes breakfast and use of swimming pool & sauna in the morning and in the evening. The sauna 
department is accessible. Booking must be made by 25 February 2017 via email myynti@hotellinuuksio.fi 
using the code FinTrailO. The sooner you make it, the better chance to get a room, of course. 

There are two fully equipped accessible rooms for wheelchair users, but in addition there are 18 rooms on 
the first floor which can be accessed by wheelchair. The door is 78-80 cm wide and the toilet door 60-70 cm. 
There is no extra space next to the toilet but there is a shower. In addition, there are two fully equipped 
accessible toilets (with handles) along the corridor next to the rooms. When booking the room, remember to 
mention if you want an accessible room (2 rooms only) or one of the 18 rooms on the first floor that can be 
accessed with wheelchairs, and if you need a room with toilet door width of 70 cm (or more, if they have). 
People that do not need accessible rooms should have rooms on other floors. 

You can reach the hotel by bus (28T) but it’s recommended to have a car. The address is Naruportintie 68, 
Espoo. 

BUDGET ALTERNATIVE (not accessible) 

You can book a bed on our (OK 77) club cottage for the FinTrailO weekend for 20 eur/person/night! This 
option is unfortunately not suitable for wheelchairs. 

The cottage (text in Finnish but photos): http://ok77.fi/index.php/en/seuramaja/varustelu 

It’s located in the Nuuksio National Park, address Ruuhijärventie 33, Espoo. There is an orienteering map of 
the surroundings that you can order separately. You can reach the cottage by bus (1 km from the bus stop) 
but it is easier if you rent a car. The competitions can be reached by public transport, but again it is easier if 
you have a car. 

The beds are: 2 x 3 people’s bed and 2 x 1 person’s bed in the actual cottage (the bed linen has been 
changed after taking the photos on the homepage) and 6 beds in a separate small building. 
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There is a kitchen (with an oven, microwave, fridge, dish washer), showers, toilets, washing machine and 
sauna in the cottage. 

Booking: email to outi.grotenfelt (at) metropolia.fi. When booking, please mention that you are FinTrailO 
competitor.  

Entries 

Finnish competitors enter to FinTrailO 2017 via IRMA, foreign competitors via email to fintrailo2017@ok77.fi. 
Foreign competitors can pay either via bank transfer (OK 77, IBAN: FI2740552920007558, BIC: HELSFIHH) 
or on-site. Entry deadline is Friday 21 April 2017 at 22:00 GMT. 

When entering, please let us know if you would like to buy a lunch at PreO 1 before or after the race. The 
warm buffet lunch costs approximately 11 eur (soup lunch 9 eur) and includes salad and coffee/tea. The 
lunch entry is not binding but helps us to estimate the number of lunches needed. 

 

You are warmly welcome to Espoo in April/May 2017! 

OK 77 

 


